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TRAINING AS A LEADER
GM Coaching Call

Your Role Is A Training Leader

To be a role model
at all times

To schedule, prepare &
conduct training
effectively

To teach new crew
members our policies
and procedures

Educate and certify
new crew member
knowledge

To provide follow-up
support to crew
members

Coach and develop
your championship
team!

Why Training As A Leader Matters
1.

Reduces turnover by keeping Crew Members challenged and interest
in their jobs.

2.

Increases sales through executing to Five Guys’ standards

3.

Controls costs by reducing waste and inefficiency

4.

Makes life easier for Managers, since you can focus on your
responsibilities when Crew Members know theirs.

5.

Supports the culture of the restaurant, since Crew appreciate working
with others who are as skilled as themselves.

6.

Creates a consistent experiences for our Customers.

7.

Provides an internal source for future Managers with Life’s Food &
Five Guys experience to continue to grow the company.

Training As A Leader Recap

01

Learning Styles: Watch, Listen, Do

02

Training Method: Explain, Show, Do, Review

03

Your toolkit: Training Tracker, Hiring Plan, Five Guys University

04

Clear standard: 100% on time training using provided tools

05

Beyond training: Coaching & Develop, Growing or Going!

Quick Poll
Current Staffing Levels
Sharing Training as a Leader
Training Tracker Up-to-Date
Training Discussed at your L10 Meeting
DM observation of Orientation

Shift Leadership Top 10+
Set the Tone…
1.

Set yourself up for success. Make a plan. Get organized.

2.

Be a working manager. Lead by example. Be the hardest worker. Honor your commitments. Earn your Crew’s respect.

3.

Drive results by inspiring. Inspire your crew by being positive and motivational.

4.

Give your crew the experience you want them to give our customers. Please, Thank You & Great Job are free.

Set the Standards…
5.

Stay focused on priorities. Customers 1st. Clean 2nd. Everything else 3rd.

6.

Passionately deliver quality. Food, drinks, service, vibe. The goal is to do it right every time.

7.

Hold consistently high standards. What you walk past is what you approve. Be tough on standards and easy on people.

Build the Business Every Shift…
8.

The best form of marketing is exceptional operations. We need our customers more than they need us.

9.

Sales-driven, profit smart. The easiest way to manage the bottom line is to build the top line.

Always…
10. Leverage your team. This isn’t a 1-person show; it takes dozens of people working together to execute well.
11. Work hard and have fun! If we’re not having fun, why are we here?

Going from Friend to Boss
By the Numbers

What can you do?

60% first time managers surveyed
found managing people that were
once their peers was the toughest

Be clear.

challenge.
Yet, friends are important to the
workplace. Gallup Poll suggests
crewmembers with a good friend at
work:

§

51% are more engaged

§

65% said laughter or humor
played a positive role in

productivity
§

75% plan to be with the
company 1 year from now

Yes, you can still be friends with your subordinates. But everyone needs to realize that your work relationship
has changed. Set clear expectations and boundaries. For example, talk with your friends about the new
responsibilities you face. Explain that you are accountable for the development and performance of your
friends and that of their coworkers. To be an effective leader for the entire group, the amount of time you
spend with them and the tenor of your interaction will probably have to change.

Be fair.
When it comes to time off, schedules, reprimands, raises, support, and resources, leave your personal biases aside.
If your friends deserve them, and it’s documented, great. If not, and your friends are still rewarded, then gossip,
politics, and distrust will follow. Always remember to protect confidential and sensitive information.

Be aware.
When you have your “supervisor hat” or “leadership t-shirt” on, all eyes are on you. So pay close attention to the
signals you’re sending. How much time, energy, and resources are you giving your friend compared to others?

Be prepared.
Relationships have a four-stage life cycle: choice—beginning—deepening—ending. When you go from friend to boss, the
friendship as you’ve known it has ended. You and your friend must choose whether it will begin again in this new phase.
If he, she, or you can’t adjust, move on. But don’t burn bridges. You never know who may be leading you one day.
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